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ABSTRACT

The advocates of the Behavioral Public Administration (BPA) development require a superior procedure of models in psychology and investigational research designs to advance accuracy of public administration (PA) study. We decide that practice of such models and approaches will deliver much desirable supports to PA study, but the method BPA (Behavioral Public Administration) has taken so extreme may well be too narrow and needlessly keep apart researchers using further outlooks and research methods. Considering our own exercise and involvements, we propose that accepting a more comprehensive methodology that utilizes visions and investigation tools from not only psychology, but extra regulations will provide PA researchers with a deeper stability in their attempts to create awareness for public administrators and strategy providers. Furthermore, we classify some main operational matters that BPA researchers should study and adopt as the use of tryouts turn out to be more common in PA investigation. We accomplish the paper through inspiring PA researchers keen on behavioral research questions to do more to provide to wider management and administrative behavior research.
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